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Let X,, . . . . X, (n > p > 2) be independently and identically distributed 
p-dimensional normal random vectors with mean vector p and positive definite 
covariance matrix Z and let C and S = x”, =, (X, - X)(X, - X)‘, X’= ( l/n) C; =, X, 
be partitioned as 
1 p-l 1 p-l 
We derive here the best equivariant estimators of the regression coefficient vector 
b = Z22’Zz1 and the covariance matrix Z,, of covariates given the value of the mul- 
tiple correlation coefficient pz = Z;‘Z,J~‘Z2,. Such problems arise in practice 
when it is known that p2 is significant. Let R2 = S,‘S,,S,‘S2,. If the value of p* 
is such that terms of order (RP)~ and higher can be neglected, the best equivariant 
estimator of fi is approximately equal to (n - 1 )(p - 1 )-’ p2S,‘S2,, where SE’S,, 
is the maximum likelihood estimator of 8. When p’=O, the best equivariant 
estimator of C,, is (n-p+ 1))’ Szz, where n-‘S,, is the maximum likelihood 
estimator of Czz. n 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
In curved models admitting ancillary statistics the conventional statisti- 
cal procedures like the MLE (maximum likelihood estimator) and the LRT 
(likelihood ratio test) very often ignore the ancillary statistic and, as a 
result, they are often inadmissible. In order to recover the information 
contained in the ancillary statistic R. A. Fisher proposed the principal of 
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conditional inference in fiducial interval estimation. Recently a differentially 
geometric approach to curved exponential family has been explored in the 
works of Efron [4] Barndoff-Neilson [3], Amari [l, 21, Kariya, Giri 
and Perron [7], Kariya [6], and Perron and Giri [9]. We use here a 
technique or recovery of information contained in a ancillary statistic to 
find the best equivariant estimator of j3 = ZjjlZzl and Zz2 of a N,(p, C) on 
the basis of n sample observations x1, . . . . x, when one knows the value 
of the multiple correlation coefficient p* = C;‘C,,Z~‘C,,. If the value 
of p* is significant, one would naturally be interested to estimate /I for 
prediction purpose and also to estimate Zc2* to ascertain the variability of 
the prediction variables. 
Let G,(p) be the full linear group of p x p nonsingular matrices and let 
O(p) be the group of p x p orthogonal matrices. Let H, be the subgroup 
of G,(p) defined by 
1 p-l 
and let H, be the additive group in Rp. Define G = HI 0 H, the direct sum 
of H, and Hz. The transformation g = (h,, h2) E G transforms 
The corresponding transformation on the sufficient statistic is given by 
(F, S)+ (h,X+ h2, h,Sh;). A maximal invariant in the space of (F, S) 
under G is R* = Sl;‘S12S2;1S21 and a corresponding maximal invariant in 
the parametric space of (II, Z) is p*. The equivariant estimators of /I are of 
the form 
d(X, S) = R-la(R) S&, (1) 
and the equivariant estimators of Zz2 are of the form 
4x S) = R-*4R) SzJi%z + C(R)(&, - S2Jfi1S,2), (2) 
where a,,(R), C(R) are measurable functions of R = (S~1S12S~1S21)“2 
satisfying a,,(R) - C(R) > 0 and C(R) > 0 for all R* E (0, 1). 
In Section 2 we give a characterization of the equivariant estimator of Z. 
Section 3 deals with the derivation of the best equivariant estimator of p 
under the loss function ,C@, d(X, S)) = S,‘(j? - d)’ S,,(/? - d) when p2 is 
683/40/l-4 
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known. In Section 4 we derive the best equivariant estimator of Cz2 under 
the loss function L(d, (p, 2)) = tr(dZ,* - 1)’ when p2 is known. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF EQUIVARIANT ESTIMATORS OF ,Z 
Let S, be the space of all p x p positive definite matrices and G; (p) be 
the group of p x p lower triangular matrices with positive diagonal 
elements. An equivariant estimator d(J?, S) of C with respect to the group 
of transformations G is a measurable function d(z, S) on S, x RP to S, 
satisfying d(hX+ 5, hSh’) = hd(X, S)h’ for all SE S,, h E Hi, and X, r E RP. 
From this definition it is easy to remark that if d is equivariant with respect 
to G then d(X, S) = d(0, S) for all XC RP, SE S,,. Thus without any loss of 
generality we can assume that d is a mapping from S, to S,,. Furthermore, 
if u is a function mapping S, into another space Y (say) then d* is an 
equivariant estimator of u(C) if and only if d * = u 0 d for some equivariant 
estimator d of C. 
Let 
(3) 
and let G be the group of induced transformations corresponding to G 
on 8,. 
LEMMA 1. G acts transitively on 8,. 
Proof: It is sufficient to show that there exists a g = (h, 5)~ G with 
h~Hi, 5eRP such that 
If p =O, i.e., Z,, = 0, we take h,, = Zfiii2, h,, = .ZG’/~, 5 = -hp to obtain 
(4). If p # 0, choose hl, =CG’/~, hz2 = EZ’;1/2, where r is a (p- 1) x 
(p - 1) orthogonal matrix such that 
c,‘~2c,2c~2’4-= (p, 0, . ..) O), 
and 5 = -hp to obtain (4). 1 
The following theorem gives a characterization of the equivariant 
estimator d(S) of C. 
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THEOREM 1. An estimator d of C is equivariant if and only if it admits 
the decomposition 
where C(R) > 0 and 
A(R) = all(R) a,,(R) 
a21(R) a,,(R) 
is positive definite. Furthermore, 
d$d12d$d2, = p* = C,‘C,,C,‘C,, 
if and only if afi1a12aG1a21 = p*. 
Proof: The sufficiency part of the proof is computational. It consists in 
verifying that d(hSh’) = hd(S)h’ for all h E Hi, SE S,, and d;1d12dG’d21 = 
aii’wG1a21. It can be obtained in a straightforward way from the 
computations presented in the necessity part. 
To prove the necessity part we observe that for P= (f, F), R > 0, d 
satisfies 
for all r~ O(p - 2). This implies that 
where A(R) is a 2 x 2 positive definite matrix and C(R) > 0. In general, S 
has a unique decomposition of the form 
with Tr~Gc(l), T,eGT+(p-l), and U=TF’&,T;~. Without any loss 
of generality we may assume that U’ #O. Corresponding to U there 
exists a BE O(p- 1) such that U’B= (R, 0, . . . . 0) with R = 11 UII = 
(S~‘S12S~1Sz1)1’2 > 0. For p > 2, B is not uniquely determined but its first 
column vector is given by R-‘U. Using such a B we have the decom- 
position 
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= 
~II(R) Rp’a,,(R)U’ 
R-la,,(R) U Rp2az2(R) UU’+ C(R)(I,_, - UU’) 
( 
all(R) Sll R-‘ai2(R) h2 
= R-‘a,,(R) S2, R-2a,,W S21%i’S12 + C(W(&, - S21Gi1&2) 
which proves the necessity part of the theorem. 1 
3. BEST EQUIVARIANT ESTIMATOR OF B 
The following theorem gives a characterization of the equivariant 
estimator of /I?. 
THEOREM 2. Zf d* is an equivariant estimator of /? then d*(S) has the 
form d*(S)= R-la(R) SG~S~~, where a: [w, + LQ. 
Proof Let U: Sp + Rp-’ be defined by u(C) = p =Xg’C2,. If d* is 
equivariant then 
d*(S) = U-2a22W S2,%i1S12 + C(R)(& - S21Sii1S12))-’ S21R-1a21(R) 
=(T,(R-‘a,,(R) UU’+C(R)(Z,-,-UU’) T;)-’ SZlRp1u2,(R) 
= Rp’(a2,(R) + (1 -R*) C(R))-’ a,,(R) S2;1S21 
= R-la(R) SglSzl. 1 
The risk function of d* is given by 
W, d*) = E,(W, d*)) 
= E,{S;‘(Rp’a(R) S12S~l - p)’ Sz2(R-‘a(R) S;1S21 -a)} 
=E,(~*(R)-~R~‘u(R)S~‘S,,~+S~‘/?‘S~~~}. 
The minimum of R(fl, d*) is attained when a(R)=a*(R)= 
Ez(SfilSIZpR-l/R). Since the problem is invariant and d+ is equivariant 
we may assume, without loss of generality, that 
with C(p) = (L 7). 
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To evaluate a*(R) we write 
S22 = TT’, TEG;(~- 1) 
Szl = RTW, O<R<l, WeRP-‘, 
s,,= w’w. 
(5) 
The joint probability density function of (R, W, T) is (see [S]) 
f R, &&r, w, f)=pyP-2(l -r*)hN--l (W’W)(n-P)12 
1 
xexp - 
i 
P-J 
2(1 -P’) 
(w’w + t:1 -2rpt,,w,) 
I 
n (tJ-i--l, 
i= 1 
where 
(6) 
&(1-p*)‘“- I)/* ,&--1)/42+-3)~/2 fil +i) 
THEOREM 3. The best equivariant estimator of /?, given p, under the loss 
L is given by R-la*(R) S&1S21, where 
a*(r) = rp2 
(f r(F+l) ~(~+l)(r’p’)‘/l!~(~+l) 
‘=O co 
1 r’(?$+m) (p2r2)m/m!r(&++m)) ’ 
m=O 
Proof: Straightforward computations. a 
The following lemma reduces the last expression into a rational polyno- 
mial when (n -p)/2 is an integer. 
LEMMA. Let p > 0, y E (0,l) and m E N. We have 
to T(a+m+l) r(/?+l) 
I-0 zyo!+l) I! y c ~ 
, 
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ProoJ: 
cc r(cl+m+z) m?+Z) 
c - 
I 
d” 
=dt”f “‘“-‘(l-yt)-“r(p) Ifzl 
COROLLARY. If(n-p) is even then 
with m = (n - p)/2. 
If the value of p2 is such that terms of order (Rp)’ and higher can be 
neglected, the best equivariant estimator of /I is approximately equal to 
p2(n - l)(p- 1))’ S,‘S,,. The MLE of fl is S,‘S,,. 
4. THE BEST EQUIVARIANT ESTIMATOR OF C22 
We find here the best equivariant estimator of C22. Let the loss function 
be given by, dE S,- i, L(d, (,u, z)) = tr(dC,’ -I)’ which is invariant under 
G. From Theorem 1 an equivariant estimator of C2* is 
d, = R-2a22(R) S2, Si’S12 + WMS22 - S21 &?S12) 
= s2$p2 (a,,(R) - PC(R)) + C(R) sz2 
= S2l Sll’Sl2 
R2 C,(R) + S22WQ 
where C,(R) = a,,(R) - R2C(R). Taking QP = (0, zp) we now minimize 
C,(R) sz1 Sii’Sl2 R2 
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among all equivariant estimators d,. This, in turn, reduces to finding 
C,(R), C(R) which minimize 
E op C,(R) S21sd;21S12 +C(R)S,,I)2 1 R’=r’] 
= E,,[tr( V’(R) A(S) V(R) - 2V(R) B(S) +p) 1 R2 = r2], (7) 
where 
v(R) = (C,(R), C(R))’ 
i 
tr (S2, %‘“2)‘, tr (S2,%‘;12A22 
= 
tr h2 
From (7) it follows that the best equivariant estimator of Z,, given p2 is 
d = f32,K?s,2 
P Y2 
S22 
> 
(E,,(A(S) ) R2 = r’))-l &&I(S) 1 R2 = r’). (8) 
4.1. Evaluation of E&A(S) 1 R2 = r’), E,,(B(S) 1 R2 = r2) 
Let K be a discrete random variable taking values 0, 1, 2, . . . with 
probability density function 
p(K=kl R2=r2)= 
a3 r(y+j) (r2p2)j (9) 
z” r(ff+j) j! 
for k = 0, 1, . . . and is equal to zero otherwise. It may be remarked here that 
for m integer and CI > -1, 
m I-(cc+m+k+l) xk 
c -=ee”E[(K+a+m),], T(cc+l+k) k! (10) k=O 
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where K is a Poisson random variable with parameter x and 
(a),=a(a- l)...(a-m+ 1). Hence 
E(K+Ct+m),=$ [ta+mex(‘pl’] I,=1 
=$ [(u+ l)a+m ex”] lueO 
=e.~ f r(cc+m+l) m xi. 
0 j-0 qa+j+ 1) j 
(11) 
Using (9~( 11) and (6), straightforward calculations yield 
&&4,,(S) I R* = r*) 
(n-1+2K)(n+1+2K) 
(p-1+2K)(p+1+2K) 
((1+2K)(3+2K)(l-p*)’ 
+2(p-1)(1+2K)(l-p’)+(p-2)~) I R2=r2 1 , -L,(A,,(S) I R* = r2) 
=E 
n-1+2K 
p_1+2K~(n+1+2K)(1+2K)(1-p2)2 
+2(p-2)(1+2K)(l-p’)+(n+p-2)(p-2)) (R*=r* 1 , 
E~&422(S) I A2 = r*) 
= E[(n - 1 + 2K)(n + 1 + 2K)( 1 p2)* - 
+ 2(n - 1 + 2K)(p - 2)( 1- p*)(n +p - 2)(p - 2)(n - 1) 1 R* = r’], 
&&MS) I R* = r*) 
=E ;I;;:“K {(1+2K)(1-p*)+p-2) 1 R’=r’], 
&dB,(S) I R* = r*) 
= E[(n - 1 + 2K)( 1 - p’) - (n - l)(p - 2) ) R* = r*]. 
If p* = 0, P(K= 0 ( R2 = r*) = 1 for all r* E (0, 1). In this case 
E,,[A(S) ( R* = r*]-’ E,,(B(S) ( R2 = r*) = 0 
(n+p- l)-’ > 
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Thus the best equivariant estimator of Cz2 is S&n +p - 1). The maxi- 
mum likelihood estimator in this case is S&z. Since S&n +p - 1) is 
different from MLE, the MLE is inadmissible. As pointed out in Muirhead 
[S], S,,/(n +p - 1) is also inadmissible in the case p = 0. 
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